TECHNOLOGY, ABSTRACTION AND KINETIC PAINTING
By Samia A. Halaby

There are many types of pictures and many uses for them ranging from practical
applicationsto experimentationand to decoration. Which of them is appropriateto the electronic
media and to digital computing?
Some picture makers have long since embracedthe electronic media and depend on it
economically such as those who work for practical and commercial ends. those who make
pictures for wall decoration or for status collecting may be hostile to it as it undercuts their
economicbase. One might be tempted to say that the practical arts have pioneered the use of
computing and that the stodgyFine Arts are still hiding in their ivory studios.
It is important to note however, that the practical arts and the so called Fine Arts should
not be seenas unconnectedcategories. They differ only in their relationshipto production. Some
pictures are intimately linked to production such as industrial and technicaldrawings while others
are a little less directly linked such as architectural or medical illustration. Pictures for
entertainment, decoration, and illustration, though they seem to have no relationship to
production, serveit indirectly. After all we educateand entertainthe young so that they too can
start working. Still yet there are other pictures which are experimentaland their connection to
production is similar to that of researchand development. Thus ultimately all pictures, regardless
of their distancein relation to production, serveits functioning to firhill our needs.
Where do I as an artist locate myself in this continuum? Like many other painters,I define
my artistic intentionsas a searchto expandthe languageof pictures. This follows the principles
of the avant-gardeand modern abstractionin the twentieth century. With such an ambition it is
essentialto experimentwith new media. We begin by learning its technicalbasis so that we can
discover what forms are possiblebased on these techniquesand what new content these forms
might convey. If we succeed,then our discoveriespermeate all pictorial uses and become
beneficialto our practical needsin production. Therefor, the artistic use of form suitableto a new
techniqueis a progressivechoice.
Technologiesand media emanateout of our historic social and economic development.
We use them as long as they remain economicallyfeasible and we replace them when we have
better methods. The most appropriate technique is used to create the form which will most
expedientlyconvey the ideas of the society. Of course, the most appropriatetechnique depends
on the level of advancementof the society. Animal grease as medium and earth colors as
pigments were state of the art for ancient European cave painters. The electronic gun and a
cathoderay tube in connectionwith a CPU are state of the art in our time. Societieswho have
electronicmedia would certainly not be illustrating food procurementby drawing pictures of how
to hunt bison. Insteadthey are more likely to be writing programswhich let us do our shopping
for food on our personalcomputersor interactive televisions. Yet they are free to imitate cave
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painting for purposesother than food procurement-- a freedom the cave dwellers did not have.
With this irresistible logic in mind, painters who consider their work to be experimental
must necessarilyexplore a medium such as computers. We do not do this exploration without
knowledge of the history of pictures and pictorial form. But what is it that constitutesnew form
and what is pictorial form? Picturescannotbe taken as a given. We must remain cognizant of the
fact that they rely on a pictorial languagewhich has taken millennia to develop and which will
develop further yet. In exploring computing as a medium, to take pictorial illusions of a three
dimensionalspaceas a none historical given is to be stuck using new technologiesto accomplish
old tasks. If our understandingof reality leadsus to understandspaceas having more than three
dimensions then we will develop a pictorial language to describe this greater number of
dimensions.
Picturesare flat and frontal and do not show us but one side of things at one time. This is
also true of moving pictures such as film, video and virtual-reality, which persuadeus that they
take us insidethings by utilizing moving flat pictures. Yet single frames of moving pictures show
us only one side of things at one time and they conform to the languageof flat pictures generally.
This does not mean that beyond the languageof the sill frame, moving pictures do not need a
further syntax for the developmentof visual and audibleeventsin time.
If we wish to understandform and move it forward we cannot be mistakenabout this flat
frontality of pictures. In importanceit is equivalentto the alphabetof the written media. The
flatnessand frontality of pictures is of high economicvalue. It is preciselythis flat frontality of
two dimensionalpictures bearing information about a multidimensionalworld that is the essence
of pictorial form which is pictorial language. And, in the fact that we can duplicate flat surfaces
and transport them economically lies our civilization
’s need for pictures and for their further
development.
If since the Renaissancepictures have been flat and frontal and have successfullymade
illusions of a three dimensionalworld then what is it in the form of computer pictures that is an
advancementin form? After all was it not during the Renaissancethat painters perfected formal
methods to convey three dimensionalprojection (perspective),shading,direct illumination, and
reflected light. Are the new ray tracing mathematiciansrevolutionizing this formal languageof
illusion or are they only expanding it and making it more useful? Furthermore, should we
considerthe digital transportabilityand electronic duplication of pictures a new quality in pictorial
form or a revolution in communications.
Before I answer these questionsI want to state that I believe that electronic and digital
methods are intersectingwith visual form and resulting in a renewal of content, appreciation and
criticism. Witness our presencehere at this internationalcomputer conferencewith the art factor
under consideration.
To considerwhat we can most learn from a new medium we need to understandwhat is
not new in it current uses. It seemsinevitable that the very first use of a new medium is the
imitation of old methods. This is becausethe new methods are more economical and more
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productive in executing old tasks. But in time, experience in using the new techniques to
accomplishold tasks sparksideas. New technologieshave the potential then to teach us how to
improve our work, and consequentlyour civilization progresses.
In ray tracing, three dimensionalillusionism in computer graphics, and moving pictures
there is not a pictorial form which yet adds anything to the languageof flat pictures. The super
three dimensionalillusionismcomputer graphicsis capableof is not new form in painting. On the
other hand when we compare Renaissancepainting to ancient Egyptian painting and ancient
Egyptian to primitive Europeancave painting we do immediatelynote a major improvementin the
pictorial power of the more recent. Furthermore when we compare Soviet Constructivism to
Renaissancepainting we quickly understand that a revolutionary new language of form has
appeared. Each succeedinghistorical form added a revolutionary new method of defining space.
However when we compare the three dimensional illusionism of computer graphics to the
Renaissancewe see that what is new is not pictorial form but rather the data base on which ‘it
relies. That is there is not a new language of form but a more sophisticated and practical
applicationof the discoveriesof the Renaissance.
Further, the transportability of digital pictures through electronic highways has not yet
imparted new principlesto our pictorial language. Nor indeedhas the imitate connectionbetween
information and picturing yet resulted in a new visual form. Although they have definitely given
us new technical methods to create pictures and to animate and transport them. This does not
meanthat they will not very soon spark the creation of new form. The seedsare everywhereand
they will flower.
Scientific illustration, fractals and other geometric illustrations are not new pictorial form
either though they may be new geometric form. Their pictorial manifestationsrely on the formal
principles of abstractpainting adding little to it. What is new is fractals as geometry, on the one
hand, the languageof abstract painting on the other. Rememberthat the scienceshave always
beencreative and beautiful.
These are crucial considerationsfor the painter to contemplatewhen using computers.
We do not have much of a tradition with this new medium and only a small audienceand an even
smallerplatform from which to show our work. We receive very little feedbackfrom those who
understandthat we are neither designersnor scientistsbut rather painters who experiment. We
are lost in SIGGRAPH and we can lose our focus.
As a painter who experimentsand seeks to be as advanced as possible based on an
understandingof history and not an understandingof art world fashion, I believe that abstract
painting is the most advanced area for exploration and experimentation. I wish to make
abstractionas versatile as possiblean imitator of the general principles of motion that we see in
reality. I reject the persuasionof many twentieth century historiansand critics who believe that
abstractionis unrelatedto reality. I understandit to be so related and all my abstractwork has a
visible and easilyexplainedbasisin reality.
Abstraction deals with general principles rather than particular appearancesat particular
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times. The developmentof abstraction will allow us in time to contribute a precise visual
languagecapableof describinggeneralprinciplesas genuineas the general principles of addition,
subtractionand division.
Computingprovoked three methodsin my painterly explorations. the first was the use of
programmingto create kinetic paintings with sound. The results are programs performed on a
computer. The secondwas the use of painting software combinedwith video to record painting
sessions.the third is the use of interactiveprogrammingto automatethe making of still or kinetic
abstractionsallowing seriouspainting without manualskill.
KINETIC PAINTING
Kinetic paintingsresultedfrom my first explorationswith computing. When I first began
consideringcomputersI found that the practicality of software programs defeatedwhat seemed
an exciting potential in computing. These drawing and painting programs had as their goal to
prove to artists that they too can be used to do perspectiveand shadingand imitate other media
such as oil or watercolor or charcoal. Their very goals were precisely those that I have
aestheticallyrejected as an abstract painter. I started programmingwith logo on an Apple and
continuedwith Basic on an Amiga and after a year I learnt C. what the computer let me do with
programming was extremely exciting. I was very high on it at first. I could not believe that
technologyand civilization had put this stuff in my lap.
The way I work with the computer to create kinetic paintings is the sameas with other
painting media. I begin intuitively and type some initial program commands. I compile and link
this initial smallprogram and run it to evaluate. It is like putting someshapeson an empty canvas
and then backing up to see what you have accomplished. After judging the results I react
intuitively adding, adjusting, or deleting parts. I repeat this cycle of programming, compiling,
linking, running,judging, and changinguntil the art work becomesa completeidea.
The end result is a program which when run creates a painting on the monitor which
unfolds in time and possesses
a stereo sound accompaniment.To me the medium is the computer
and therefore electronic and digital. The program is like a recipe which can recreate the art on
demand. Hard output from the computersuchas prints, videotapes,photographs,and slidesare a
natural efTlorescence
of this medium. But, I view the program as the primary painting.
Formally, what has happenedin my work on the computer is that the form of digital
information and programming have influenced the language of abstract pictures. My first
explorationswith basic looked like basic, They were linear in the logic of their developmentin
time. The simplicityof basicand the joy of working with the mediumcausedtheseearly paintings
to be high and happy. They resemblea birthday party. When a bit later I began to use C my
paintings looked more like C. They were more unified and logical in their unfolding and they
possessedcertain rhythmic repeatsall of which were basedon the structured nature of C and the
layeringof routineswhich it allows.
Programming logic and digital structure influenced the form of both sound and image.
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Loops, switches, the layering of routines, logical pathways, and the many types of variable,
influencethe sequenceof events. There is an unmistakableway in which a loop, for example,will
cycle through a set of visual and audio events. It contributesa fundamentalflavor to the artwork,
a flavor which deservesto be fully exploited becauseit is not available in other media and is,
therefore,bound to be enlightening.
SOUND AND SHAPE
The computer gives me the ability to imitate the way things sound in addition to the way
they appear. that is, it allows a more complete imitation of the general principles of motion.
Things we see make a sound when moved or when we move past them. for example,we have
learn from experiencethat there are certain soundspeculiar to metal as there are certain shapes,
colors, and highlights also peculiarto them. thus, in my work, adding sound to shapeand color is
not an attempt to correlate music and the visual arts (1) nor is sound used as a musical
accompaniment. that is, it is not a marriage of several distinct art forms such as in opera or
theater or film but rather the exploitation of a known dimensionof visible shapenot yet fully used
in painting.
Coupling sound with abstract shapehas defined a new method in kinetic painting which
depends on this natural audible attribute of objects. Sound in my kinetic pictures signals or
revealsthe visual rhythm. Although my ability to manipulatesound is very primitive, its presence
adds a dimensionof reality. It is like the first day of spring after a long winter when you first
open the windows and hear the sounds of the street long since m&led by winter. Conversely,
soundlesskinetic paintingsmake me feel deaf -- as though a window had beenclosed and we have
becomea step removedfrom reality.
In terms of programming the sound statements and the visual statements are
interdependent. Often the duration of sound is used to time a visual change. And conversely,
visual activity is used to control the duration of sound. OccasionallyI use the same variable
within bounds to control both the frequencyof sound and the behavior of color. There is nothing
mysteriousabout how sound and shapecoordinate. My simple goal is to imitate the rhythms of
contemporarylife.
UNFOLDING SHAPE IN TIME
If we walk around a still life or notice the motion of the street around us we can see the
negative shapesbetween objects and the shapesof those sameobjects shifting. They fluctuate,
stretch, compress, disappear, reappear, fade, and they make sounds. Finding a language to
describethis modern perception of reality was the great gift of Cubism. Their paintings are a
historical step toward a view of space and time in relative terms. On this basis painters built
abstraction
’s ability to convey the generalmotion of things rather than their particular appearance
at one time from one spot -- as though frozen in time and space.
With the computer we are able to expandthis investigation. We can create shapeswhich
grow and shrink and interpenetrateand gradually changecolors. We can provoke our viewers to
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remembertheir own experienceswith contemporaryreality during the unfolding of the picture.
Visual gesture, unfolding in time, will be recognized by viewers as a parallel to their own
experiencesof contemporaryrhythms.
The astute reader wonders what is the differencebetweenthis unfolding of shapein time
and ordinary animationor film. The differenceis the sameas that between abstractionand three
dimensionalillusionism. What I describeis the changingof abstract visual parts, their growing
and their transformation. There is not a point of view or a viewing lens nor is there a resulting
three dimensionalillusionism present. Things do not move in relationshipto a stationary seeing
eye or in relation to a recordinglens. this is not a motion that can be recorded with a cameraor a
camcorder. Rather it is the visualizationof the growth and motion of things seenby our eyes as
we move and that which is abstractlyunderstoodby our minds as we contemplatewhat we see.
THE PICTURE PLANE
The third new method is the electronic picture plane with its shifting complexity and
mercurial qualities. It is impossiblefor hard copy or traditional painting to compete with the
motion and luminosity of the monitor as a picture plane.
This picture plane has a memory. There is a magic in the way things return to the screen
after they disappear. We are provided with a fast pace of changingimagesand huge amounts of
data in a way that imitates our experienceof the p-aceof modern cities and modern information.
The speed of shifting shapeas we view a concoursebelow from an over-fast escalator, or the
changingimagery of plate glassshop windows are not the stuff of impressionistpainting; yet they
can be computed into our modern pictures. Scenesof lower Manhattan such as the hum of the
big escalatorsdescendingto the Jerseytrains, the commotion and gaiety of the lunch hour crowd,
the neon light and the moving letter signs, can all comfortably live on a monitor screenas picture
plane. Their mercurialrhythms are at easehere as they can not be in any other medium.
In contrast to traditional painting
’s surface color the monitor possessesan actual
luminosity that is wonderful. We have alwaysdescribedabstraction
’s color and light as being selfluminous. the monitor fulfills this beyond the maddestdreamsof the first true abstract painters -the constructivists.
Kinetic painting, therefor, has helped me move forward in three significant areas. These
are: The combinationof shapeand sound,the gestureof pictures unfolding in time basedon the
intersectionof programminglogic with-pictorial form, and in conceptsof the picture plane. I do
not considertheseto be a new formal languagebut rather visual methods which may with much
future exploration on a social level bear somefruit.
PAINTINGS IN PROCESS
My second exploration involved video. It was inspired by the work of Roberto Matta
which I saw in 1988 at the Venice Biennial (2).
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Matta’s videos were made using ready made painting software and video recording
techniques. The pieceswere composedof drawn lines shown in rhythmic sequence. It seemedas
though we were watching a masterdraw. An image of the artist working was not present -- only
his intellectual process. Nor was there an intention to present a process which led to a final
picture. Rather it was the shifting and changingof the space,masterfully manipulatedwith lines
and marks, that was the obvious subject.
Inspired by Matta I attached a VCR to my computer and began drawing with a paint
program one night. My paint program allows me to hide the menu and to changecolors and pen
width through the keyboardwhile drawing with the mouse. thus with one hand on the mouseand
the other shuttling betweenthe keyboard and the pausebutton of the VCR, on that first night, I
recorded six hours of painting work onto one hour of video. The result is a slightly edited
recording of a long painting session.
There was a liberation from the expenseand difficulty of mixing paint and from the
problemsof unwanted muddy color mixtures. I could mix a pallet of 36 colors, more than most
abstractpaintingscontained,and proceedto paint without the physicaldrag of pigments. I could
save anything that seemedbeautiful onto disk and overcome the fear of destroying preliminary
accomplishments.This gave a certainjoy and freedomto the results.
This way of workin,0 with the computer taught me a lot about the creative process. I
discoveredthat my working habitsfollow a wave pattern, I begin the painting with seedsof ideas
and they develop. As the paintin,0 improves and nears completionthere always seemsto be one
more thing that will make it perfect. A certain ambition or obsessionprevents us from leaving
well enough alone. Each attempt at completion only reducesthe expressionwe were so near
attaining. Eventually the paintin,0 is destroyedand a new stageis begun. The destruction seems
to be an inevitableprocessliberating us from the hesitationwe experiencedwhen we felt so near
discovery. Thus, just when the paintin,0 looks like a disasterthe freedom of destruction gives
birth to new combinationsof form and new seedsof ideas are born and the painting begins to
improve again.
This up and down motion of constructionand destructionis a phenomenonin the creative
processwhich I believemost paintersexperience. what the computer has contributed in this case
is productivity. It would have taken many many years of experimentationwith media, which
present far more physical resistance and expense than a computer, to arrive at the same
understandingof one’s own creativelimitationsand process.
It is also important that what was recorded was the result of the intellectual and intuitive
processof painting and not the appearanceof a painter in person putting the paint on the canvas.
The intellectual exposedevoid of personalego has a value that is typical of computers.(3) The
retarding effect of ego on criticism is eliminated. The processholds an impersonalmirror up to
our habits in ways that cannot be denied. It reminds me of when we first heard our voices on
sound recording media some years back and failed to recognize ourselves. Now we know
ourselvesbetter as we seeourselvesand our thoughts so effectivelyreflected in this media.
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Watching our work from a long painting session compressedonto video can teach us
more than several years of trial and error with oil paints and with cautious criticism. It is an
examplein painting of the productivity of computing.
PAINTING WITHOUT MANUAL SKILL
Recently I started working on a PC and found Visual Basic. I had often wanted to write
an interactive program based on my kinetic paintings and on ideas of chance, but the
programmingtask it involved kept me delaying. Visual basicjumped that hurdle for me. I began
to program buttons for other userswho might sit at the computer and enjoy what I so much enjoy
when I program.
The result was an interactive program which allows users to create sophisticatedstill or
kinetic paintingswithout programmingknowledge or manual drawing skills, All that is neededis
to click the buttons on the menu. This is different from normal paint programs in that the painting
is automated. You needdraw nothing nor cut or pasteanything. You click the buttons and enjoy
the results. Those who are afraid and hesitantfind the program intimidating. but a lot of people
love to push buttons and switchesand they enjoy the rewards. With time they learn to trust their
intuitions and come up with their own abstractpainting expression.
As I programmedthe different buttons I found that the processof providing parts to be
mixed by a combination of chance and intuition forced me to analyze the components of an
abstractpainting. This analysisand its complementin the organized results are made possibleby
digital computing.
An example of the process of analysisand reorganization is the way I created a color
menu. In consideringthe nature of color in abstractpainting we note its relationshipto light and
color in reality. thus I mixed severalpalettesof 500 colors each of which imitates a time of day,
an atmosphericcondition, a geographiclocation, or a habitationsuch as neighborhood. The menu
reads: high noon, morning, city lights, grays plus, etc. Once the user selects one of these
conditions the colors which are used to execute all consequentshape activity will utilize this
palette.
Another menu titled ‘atmospheres
’, not yet complete, allows the user to select ‘rain’ or
‘fog’. Yet, another menu allows the choice of color backgroundsas initial ground for the painting.
Other than menusthere is a frame made up of buttons which when clicked create other results.
Some are devoted to shapecreation while others to lines and line groups. some act subtractively
while others act additively. One set of buttons which create line groups are intended to imitate
the appearanceof branches. In them scale and orientation and distribution possessqualities
peculiar to trees.
There is a specialset of buttons devoted to negative/positivespace,to grounds of relative
distance, and to visual curtains, They result from an analysis of the organization of abstract
paintings. In composingpaintingswe always considerthe presenceof shapein relationshipto the
rectangleof the picture which is formally a representationof our field of vision.
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There is a variety in the scaleof shapewhich dependson the way we see the world when
we walk through it. The larger shapesin our field of vision are things such as parts of the sky,
expansesof land or road, large buildings, and things very near our eyes. In our field of vision
these large shapescan be expansesbehind things, which we describeas negative space,chopped
up by things which lie nearerto us and which we describeas positive space. These major shapes
are always in flux and interact not only with each other but also with the myriad types of smaller
shapessuch as objects,animals,people,and leavesof trees, all of which are themselvesin motion.
In reaction to this understandingof visible reality demonstratedby abstract painting, I
programmed a set of visual activities which can be these major positive and negative shapes.
Thus some buttons cycle through a set of 8 or more such shapeswhich together form a unified
negative/positiveimage. When mixed with the products of other buttons they act as background
expansesand or large positive foreground shapes. Together they make an abstractillusion of the
world we seewhen walking through it

Twolkmples Producedby Thisprogrnnt
Since all the buttons cycle through aset of shapeswith variableswhich themselvescycle
through a given set of conditions, and sinceall shapescycle through the 500 colors of any given
palette, the chanceof a painting repeatingis remote to the extreme. I have not yet seenthe same
painting twice in this program. Of course even though the possibility is remote it is nevertheless
present.
Thus using interactive programming to automate the making of abstract paintings has
provoked the analysisand reconstructionof its form. this is an analysisof how artists use nature
and reality as a source from which to extract generalprinciplesthat they then use in making their
art. Colors, atmospheres,textures, types of shape, methods of addition or subtraction,
sequencingand rhythm, major divisionsof the picture
’s surfaceas negative/positiveshape,all can
be menu driven to create a pictorial art which does not require manualdrawing skills.
WHAT W E PAINTERS NEED 1N A N E W COMPUTER
In order that more painters and studentsmay participate in programming, we need from
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software companiesa programminginterfacethat is easyto use but which has a substantialset of
graphic commandsrather than just two or three. We need to be able to control color and shape
and line and texture and changestherein. We also need a versatileset of sound commandswhich
allow us to program all aspectsof sound including approach, duration, frequency, timbre, and
decay. We needwindows without borders,titles, buttons, or menus. We need multiple windows
and slices thereof which we can manipulateeasily. We also need windows with a transparent
background color which we can overlay on other windows like sheets of glass or sheets of
acetate. It would be nice to easily manipulatefour or more transparentwindows each of which
might have some visual elements. This will allow us to program shapesthat appear in the
backgroundor in the middle groundsinsteadof constantlyappearingin the foreground.
If software has menuswe should be able to hide them with a keyboard command. We
shouldbe able to work on a paintingwithout menusin view.
In hardware we need a computer with a good quality sound card, good speakers,
microphone,headset,CD ROM, and a lot of memory. For color 255 are plenty and 65000 is
luxury. We do not need millions. A bigger screen,high quality video connectionto record our
work and the ability to playbackvideo onto the samecomputermonitor to check our work would
all be of great help. All this hardwareis easilyavailabletoday but not in one computer.
We also need printers which can print on acid free 90 lb and 120 lb. paper stock with dies
which are light-fast. A printer which allows us to use our own water color paints would be ideal.

NOTES
1.
There are those who do very methodical experiments attempting to din a direct
relationshipbetween music and pictures. Some dream of finding a systemwhereby any musical
composition will automatically reveal a hidden visual face. I believe this is misdirected
experimentation.The sourceof both our pictorial and visual ideasis materialreality. It cannot be
0 of shapesand the meaningof sound.
replacedby a methodicalcorrelation of the meanin,
2.
The four video pieces by Roberto Matta were: “Auto-Elasto biographie
”,
1988;
“Oeramen
”, 1988; “Pas-sez-moila quillotine
”, 1988; “Passez-moile souffle”, 1988; Video, paintbox, nm. Shown at the XL111Venice Biennale,1988.
3.
In educationthe gap in authority betweenteacherand studentis not a matter which always
benefits learning. There are too many teacherswho misusetheir power. The removal of this
burden by the computer improves learning for many students by removing negative personal
interference. However, the good teacheris an irreplaceabletreasure.
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